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Session Report: 
 
In small groups in breakout rooms, participants were asked to respond to the following: 
 

• Things are going fine, there isn’t a need for change 
• One or two Friends could support the Secretary and how the work is shared should 

be determined by those three people. 
The work of Yearly Meeting could be shared between several people working as a 
team, including some who have specific skills – for example in tech-based 
communications. 
We should invest in our future and fund at least a few more positions to carry out the 
work of Yearly Meeting. 

 
Participants then returned for a whole group sharing of responses.  
 
These responses, and any written responses received are recorded below and will be 
considered by the Working Group as they move towards recommendations for future 
changes to the AYM Office and the Secretary’s role, post YM2023. These recommendations 
are to be delivered to Standing Committee by September 2022. 
 

• Future ideas – Quaker Life Committee in UK, Friends House looking at future not just 
administrative, who is in charge of our spiritual development and the national level. 

• It’s not just about administration, also time available for support of the spiritual 
elements of the Society could be enhanced. 

• Bookkeeper – could a position like this be reinstated? 
• It would be worthwhile to have a social media presence – worthwhile to pay for it, if 

you don’t have it you’re invisible. 
• Anna’s team supports the following -- The work of Yearly Meeting could be shared 

between several people working as a team, including some who have specific skills – 
for example in tech-based communications. We should invest in our future and fund 
at least a few more positions to carry out the work of Yearly Meeting. 

• Believe in role definition, accountability and proper remuneration. 
• Energised conversations. 
• Be clear on who does what. 
• We’re good at having ideas, but not carrying through. 
• We don’t have a place to send good ideas/changing/spiritual development – if you 

have ideas where do you sent it to? 
• Next 50 years – look ahead 
• This is an urgent process, not just a series of short-term solutions. 
• How we divide up the work? How are those roles going to be identified? 
• Role descriptions will go to RMs for discussion 
• What sort of a YM Office – how do they work together, are there specific tasks? 
• Bring the recommendations forward.  Like to have it finalized before YM23. 
• Will we commit the funds? Could be a good idea to get Friends to agree to the 

expenditure first. 



• Have more online consultations during the process. 
• The clear tables from the Secretary were very helpful. Really shows why we need a 

secretary and not just a volunteer for a couple of days a week. 
• Standing Committee – should they meet more often to move business faster and 

reduce each meeting’s agenda? (Roger Sawkins) 
• Disappointed at the small attendance at Prep and Explanatory Sessions. Do so few 

people care? 
• Funding new positions – is that part of the Working Party’s remit? 
• If YM Office was more than just administrative, would Friends be more supportive of 

providing funding?   Some nods. 
• Greatest strengths (flat structure) also great weakness (we lack structures to build 

leadership, inspiration). Desperately needed to have a more professional presence 
[visible in the wider Australian society]. 

• Challenges: Break down of jobs and challenge of running teams. Discrete tasks that 
could go out to professionals (eg bookkeeping, graphic designer, IT social media) 
doesn’t have to be part of team, but just hired when needed (even work experience 
person). 

• Core job of secretary is to liaise with stakeholders, shouldn’t be cluttered with 
scanning (?) for archives, website, social media. 

• Hiring outside Friends – lots of nods.  The IT committee hired a non-Friend to make 
needed films for the AYM Youtube channel. 

• How do we put it together? Maybe the idea of hiring when needed? 
• Are there tasks that could be laid down? (One person). 
• Is there a way we can be smarter and more efficient about newsletters and notices – 

how much do we need? 
• Nowhere to talk about the future of Yearly Meeting. 
• Sometimes Friends are reluctant to invest in our own infrastructures. 
• Need HR consultancy to manage employment related things. 
• We noted that currently the role is about admin and what we would like is for part of 

the job to be about more than administrative. Chat: spiritual nurture of the YM, and 
innovative thinking about how we organise ourselves and future thinking and 
keeping up with ideas that exist in other organisations that we could learn from   and 
ways to embrace and nurture and involve families and yes maybe more people 
would be interested in the role if it was seen as being more than administration. 

• Ask Friends to talk this topic up with other Friends so it’s not a big surprise when it 
comes to RM MfWB. 

• If Friends have conversations, please send thoughts to us. 
• Hold more sessions throughout the process. 
• Need a radical resolution to get people to attend (eg We’re recommending spending 

$2million to establish a YM Office and ….) 

Notes of small group discussions were also received with comments as follows: 

• There is a need for change. Things are not going fine.  
• These Friends (to assist the secretary) need to be paid. It’s highly unlikely that we 

could find volunteers to assist.  
• This requires the secretary to be a manager to reliable paid and/or unpaid staff. The 

roles need to be clearly identified and allocated.  
• We need to invest heavily in online activity.  
• We should invest in our future and fund at least a few more positions to carry out the 

work of Yearly Meeting. Absolutely. It will be essential to commit funds to make this 
happen. We believe the Treasurer should be paid for her work. When this occurs, we 



need to have a selection process and a search committee clearly established very 
quickly.  

• Might we encourage the current working group to report earlier than September? 
• We would encourage Jacque Schultze to continue beyond YM 23 to establish the 

new secretarial process. 
• We note that the Secretary is working an additional 12.5 hour per week unpaid. This 

is not sustainable. 
• JS is working alone, without consultation with others, and this is not sustainable 

either. 
• Some people are not happy receiving the volume of communication from the 

Secretary, but some are happy.  
 Item 1, that there isn’t a problem, is not true. 

• It is not feasible to have one paid person and other unpaid people 
• We support items 3 and 4 (but we don’t fully understand the differences between 

these – 
3. The work of Yearly Meeting could be shared between several people working as a 
team, including some who have specific skills – for example in tech-based 
communications. 
4. We should invest in our future and fund at least a few more positions to carry out 
the work of Yearly Meeting. 

•  A team could work well, would not have to be in same place 
• Role definition is important, if there is a team of people. Would need to be clear 

about responsibilities, to ensure things don’t get dropped. 
• Crucial that whoever does the work of Yearly Meeting gets remuneration 
• Accountability is important. 

 
Additional Comments from small groups that were received: 
 
From Michael Searle: Suppose we thought about doing this hiring of staff in a way which 
would not affect allocations. Many Quakers are in financially-constrained circumstances, 
and the allocation is an issue for them. 
However, there are also a goodly number of Quakers (and supporters) who have some 
money to spare, and would put it to a good cause. Well, promoted as to what great 
outcomes could derive from having some staff doing a quality job, I believe some Quakers 
would donate, in the belief that their support to a Quaker venture and outreach might help 
toward making the world a better place. 
I think we can find precedents for this thinking. 
At present, it appears that QA has a lot of money sitting tied up into go-nowhere accounts. 
This is a disincentive to people donating. Make that money start to work, and offer exciting 
possibilities into the future, and I believe the money would come, not only from Quakers. 
That’s my view. I hope it can be considered into the report you are working on. 
 
From Kerstin Reimers, Rhoda Dorrell, Ronis Chapman & Roger Sawkins: 
To start… We were going to skip no.1, but one Friend wanted to raise the possibility of the 
current situation working fine if we were to find someone with the time and skills. 
Further comments turned into a lively and inspired conversation… 
The role can be lonely; it’s better with two people who might offer complementary skills. 
Let’s go to no.4. Now is the time to innovate and be creative and bring in new tasks. For 
example, supporting Meetings and Worshipping Groups. We need revitalising, fresh energy. 
Another Friend prefers no 3: There are effective ways of splitting the tasks, such as financial, 
technological, YM preparation. The Secretary can provide a framework. 
The issue is whether we employ Friends or find volunteers. For some cost is an issue. 



I mentioned a specific task I’d thought of volunteering to do to relieve the Secretary. I feel 
this task (keeping the Appointments List up to date) does not need to be done by the 
Secretary (the Membership List isn’t) and could be removed from the role description. (I had 
meant to let the Working Group know and will do this in a separate email message.) 
There was some talk about tasks and role with a comment about 3 people, 3 days a week… 
The Secretary’s role could be done by a committee. No, one Friend didn’t like that word: 
perhaps a collective? Coordination is a huge chunk of the work. No, they don’t all have to 
be in one State these days. One would have to be ‘the Secretary’ for legal reasons and might 
be a coordinator… 
 
The Secretary’s role is not just about doing what we ask (admin), but also having their own 
vision and bringing spiritual leadership. As someone said, Friends are not great innovators as 
far as their own organisation is concerned (for others and causes, yes). Or is it the body of 
Friends who are slow to act for change? We have seen leadership. (There was also a 
question in this discussion about who is in charge and where this leadership might reside.) 
Is this role (spiritual leadership) for another person or group? Friends have ideas but no 
mechanism for them and they get lost. We heard about ‘Quaker Life’ (BYM / Friends House 
in London has such a department). Could this be one of the roles of a Secretarial Committee? 
 
Aotearoa/NZ do now have paid staff for a CJYF position and YM preparation. 
 
Further discussions are encouraged within Regional Meetings and a Share and Tell Session 
will be held during YM 2022. 
 

 

 


